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Abstract
Empirical research into the novice-expert differences
in information requirement analysis has recognized that
the differences in knowledge and in modeling behaviors
are the causes of differences in quality of requirement
specifications.  However, there is no cognitive process
model available for explaining the interactions among the
three factors:  knowledge, modeling behaviors, and the
quality of requirement specifications.
On the basis of structure-mapping model of analogy,
this article proposes a cognitive process model that views
information requirement analysis as a process of
conceptual mapping from the base structures (i.e., the
knowledge structures of requirement analysis techniques)
to the target structures (i.e., the knowledge structures of
users’ problem statements).  Due to the differences in
knowledge, novice and expert information analysts use
different types of cognitive processes, relation mapping by
experts versus object-attribute mapping by novices, to
model information requirements.  The different cognitive
processes lead to different modeling behaviors, and in turn
the different modeling behaviors finally result in different
qualities of requirement specifications.
On the basis of the cognitive process model, two ways
to improve the performance of novice information
analysts are suggested:  encouraging novice information
analysts to think in terms of relations rather than object-
attributes and providing domain-specific requirement
analysis techniques that are similar to the problem
domains in both relations and object-attributes.
Background
In order to improve the quality of requirement
specifications, the research in information requirement
analysis has been advancing various requirement analysis
techniques such as Data Flow Diagrams, Entity-
relationship Diagrams, and Object-oriented Diagrams.
The contribution of requirement analysis techniques to the
improving quality of requirement specifications is
significant.  Research evidence has shown that
information analysts who specify information
requirements by model-based reasoning on the basis of
requirement analysis techniques can produce more
complete solutions than those with partial or no model-
based reasoning behavior (Sutcliffe and Maiden, 1992).
However, the most important determinant for the
quality of requirement specifications is still the cognitive
capabilities of information analysts (Schenk, Vitalari, and
Davis, 1998; Sutcliffe and Maiden, 1992).  With the help
of requirement analysis techniques, expert information
analysts can achieve requirement specifications with high
quality (Allwood, 1986; Koubek, et al, 1989; Schenk,
Vitalari, and Davis, 1998; Vitalari and Dickson, 1983).  In
contrast, novice information analysts have difficulties in
using requirement analysis techniques to identify
important concepts of problem statements, resulting in
very poor quality of requirement specifications (Batra and
Davis, 1992; Batra and Sein; 1994; Sutcliffe and Maiden,
1992).
In order to avoid costly errors in requirement
specifications, it is important to accelerate the transition
from novice to expert information analysts (Schenk,
Vitalari, and Davis, 1998).  This requires an
understanding of what are the cognitive processes that
make expert information analysts better than novice
information analysts in information requirement analysis
and why.  Consequently, the cognitive differences
between novice and expert information analysts have
become a major concern of the research in information
requirement analysis (Maiden and Sutcliffe, 1992;
Schenk, Vitalari, and Davis, 1998; Sutcliffe and Maiden,
1992; Vitalari and Dickson, 1983).
In order to understand the cognitive differences
between novice and expert information analysts, one
stream of research has investigated the differences of
knowledge between expert and novice analysts.  Empirical
evidence shows that richer knowledge and more effective
knowledge organization are the qualities of expert
information analysts for better performance in information
requirement analysis (Adelson and Soloway, 1985;
Allwood, 1986; Koubek, et al, 1989; Vessey and Conger,
1993; Vitalari and Dickson, 1983).  Another stream of
research has focused on the differences of modeling
behaviors between novice and expert information analysts.
It has been identified that there are at least four
characteristics of modeling behaviors differentiating
expert from novice information analysts: model-based
reasoning, mental simulation, critical testing of
hypotheses, and analogical domain knowledge reuse
(Adelson and Soloway, 1985; Guindon and Curtis,
1987,1988; Mainden and Sutcliffe, 1992; Schenk,
Vitalari, and Davis, 1998; Sutcliffe and Maiden, 1992;
Vitalari and Dickson, 1983).
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Research Question
It is well recognized that knowledge and modeling
behaviors of information analysts are two important
determinants for the quality of requirement specifications.
However, there is no cognitive process model of
information requirement analysis that can explain how the
interactions between knowledge and modeling behaviors
influence the quality of requirement specifications.
Without an adequate cognitive process model that can
explicate the relationship among knowledge, modeling
behaviors, and the quality of requirement specifications,
research studies may miss important interactions among
the three factors in viewing and comparing the cognitive
processes of information requirement analysis, resulting in
erroneous findings and explanations.
In order to provide an adequate basis for the cognitive
research in information requirement analysis, this article
proposes a cognitive process model of information
requirement analysis to explain the interactions between
knowledge and modeling behaviors; and to explain how
the interactions influence the quality of requirement
specifications.  On the basis of the structure mapping
theory of analogy (Gentner, 1983; Gentner and Markman,
1997), the cognitive process model views information
requirement analysis as a process of conceptual mapping
from the base structures (i.e., the knowledge structures of
requirement analysis techniques) to the target structures
(i.e., the knowledge structures of users’ problem
statements).  Due to the differences in knowledge, novice
and expert information analysts use different types of
cognitive processes, relation mapping by experts versus
object-attribute mapping by novices, to model information
requirements.  The different cognitive processes lead to
different modeling behaviors, and in turn the different
modeling behaviors finally result in different qualities of
requirement specifications.
The rest of this article is organized into four sections.
The next section will review the literature on the novice-
expert differences in knowledge and modeling behaviors.
Then a cognitive process model of information
requirement analysis on the basis of the structure mapping
model of analogy will be proposed.  On the basis of the
cognitive process model, the novice-expert differences in
information requirement analysis will then be explained.
Finally, the conclusion will be made in the final section.
Literature Review
This section will review the cognitive research of
novice-expert differences in information requirement
analysis.  The first part of this section will discuss the
relationship between analysts’ knowledge and the quality
of requirement specifications.  The second part will
review the novice-expert differences in modeling
behaviors.
1  Knowledge for information requirement analysis
The research into the influence of the knowledge of
information analysts on the quality of requirement
specifications has been conducted in two dimensions:
knowledge availability and knowledge organization
(Schenk, Vitalari, and Davis, 1998).  First, knowledge
availability refers to various types of knowledge used in
information requirement analysis.  Domain knowledge and
modeling knowledge have been suggested as determining
factors for the modeling performance of information
analysts.  Domain knowledge is drawn upon by both
expert and novice information analysts in specifying
information requirements (Vessey and Conger, 1993).
While understanding problem statements, information
analysts use domain knowledge to mentally simulate a
scenario of the system behavior in order to test the
adequacy of the requirement specifications, to add
assumptions to increase the completeness of the
requirements, to test internal and external consistency of
the requirements, and to abstract, summarize, select and
highlight important information in the problem statements
(Guindon, Krasnar, and Curtis, 1987).  Without domain
knowledge, even expert information analysts can only
specify high-level conceptual models without details
(Adelson and Soloway, 1985).  With the availability of
domain knowledge, novice information analysts can reuse
the domain knowledge to achieve almost the same level of
completeness of requirement specifications as expert
information analysts do (Mainden, and Sutcliffe, 1992).
On the other hand, modeling knowledge has long been
regarded as an important factor to differentiate expert
from novice information analysts.  Modeling knowledge
can be divided into syntactic and semantic parts (Koubek,
et al, 1989).  Syntactic knowledge consists of allowable
syntax of a specific modeling language.  Semantic
knowledge, however, consists of modeling principles
which are independent of a particular modeling language
(Allwood, 1986).  Compared to novice information
analysts, expert information analysts with richer semantic
knowledge can retrieve and apply more relevant modeling
principles, make more critical testing of hypotheses, and
finally achieve requirement specifications with better
quality (Allwood, 1986; Koubek, et al, 1989; Schenk,
Vitalari, and Davis, 1998; Vitalari and Dickson, 1983).
Modeling knowledge can also be divided into declarative
and procedural aspects (Vessey and Conger, 1993).  The
procedural aspect of a requirement analysis technique is
more difficult to learn than the declarative aspect.
However, the procedural aspect of modeling knowledge is
more important in determining the quality of requirement
specifications (Vessey and Coger, 1993).
The second aspect of information analysts’ knowledge
that is important for the quality of requirement
specifications is knowledge organization.  Knowledge
organization refers to the ways by which the knowledge is
stored in the long-term memory of information analysts.
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There are basically two features of knowledge
organization that can differentiate expert from novice
information analysts in information requirement analysis.
The first feature is that expert information analysts store
their knowledge in bigger units.  Because of the bigger
chunks of knowledge extracted from experience, experts
can automate some aspects of problem solving process
while novices use the first principle (Allwood, 1986;
Guindon, Krasner, and Curtis, 1987; Guinder and Curtis,
1988).  On the other hand, novices store their knowledge
in smaller units.  As a result, many errors can be caused
by novices’ inability to map parts of the problem
description to appropriate knowledge structures as well as
by novices’ failure to integrate pieces of information
(Allwood, 1986).
The second feature is that expert information analysts
use higher-order abstract constructs to organize large
amount of knowledge while novice analysts store concrete
objects sparsely in the long-term memory.  Research
evidence shows that experts use richer vocabulary to
categorize problem descriptions into standard abstraction.
As a result, experts can retrieve knowledge structure
easily, and they can focus more on the semantic structure
of problems rather than surface or syntactic feature
(Allwood, 1986; Koubek, Salvendy, Dunsmore, and
Lebold, 1989).
Due to the above two important features of knowledge
organization, expert analysts can have better performance
in information requirement analysis by (1) processing
large amounts of information into meaningful chunks;(2)
retrieving the knowledge structures easily; and (3)
categorizing problems into standard types based on
underlying domain principles (Batra and Davis; 1992).
2  Modeling behaviors
Empirical studies on the modeling behaviors of
information analysts show a strong association among the
activities of gathering information, identifying relevant
facts, and conceptual modeling (Batra and Davis, 1992;
Sutcliffe and Maiden, 1992).  This strong association
reflects that information requirement analysis is basically
an understanding process.
To account for the better performance of expert
information analysts in understanding and specifying
information requirements, four characteristics of the
modeling behaviors of expert information analysts have
been identified:  model-based reasoning, mental
simulation, critical testing of hypotheses, and analogical
domain knowledge reuse.  First, expert information
analysts use model-based reasoning to model information
requirements with the help of various requirement analysis
techniques (Sutcliffe and Maiden, 1992; Vitalari and
Dickson, 1983).  Research evidence shows that
information analysts who use more model-based reasoning
produce more complete solution than those with partial or
no model based reasoning behavior.  On the other hand,
research evidence also shows that novice analysts have
difficulty in using requirement analysis techniques
effectively (Sutcliffe and Maiden, 1992).  For example, in
a research study on the modeling behaviors of novice
information analysts in using Data flow Diagrams, it was
shown that the novice information analysts were more
successful at recognizing system goals and inputs, while
there was  poorer recognition of system data stores,
processes, and outputs, even though data stores,
processes, and outputs were explicitly stated in the
problem narrative (Sutcliffe and Maiden, 1992).
The second feature of expert analysts’ modeling
behaviors is mental simulation.  Mental simulation refers
to the cognitive processes of building a mental model that
establishes connections among the parts of the system
under investigation and of using the mental model to
reason about the interactions among the parts of the
system (Adelson and Soloway, 1985; Guindon, Krasner,
and Curtis, 1987; Guinder and Curtis, 1988).  During
information requirement analysis, expert information
analysts use requirement analysis techniques for mental
simulation of information requirements while novice
analysts used requirement analysis techniques only for
representation (Adelson and Soloway, 1985). Mental
simulation makes expert analysts focus on the semantic
part of the problem statement. On the other hand, without
mental simulation novice information analysts can analyze
only the syntactic part of the representation (Adelson and
Soloway, 1985; Allwood, 1986).
Critical testing of hypotheses is the third feature of the
modeling behaviors of expert information analysts.  By
means of mental simulation, expert information analysts
can have a clear picture about the structure of the
information requirements (Guindon, Krasner, and Curtis,
1987; Guinder and Curtis, 1988).  Consequently, experts
may be more able to reason about a problem, to create test
cases and scenarios for testing hypotheses critically
(Schenk, Vitalari, and Davis, 1998; Vitalari and Dickson,
1983).  On the other hand, novice information analysts
can generate hypotheses only at a general level and make
few attempts to test hypotheses because they focus only on
the syntactic part of the representation (Schenk, Vitalari,
and Davis, 1998).
Finally, analogical domain knowledge reuse makes
expert information analysts able to specify information
requirements more completely and accurately (Mainden
and Sutcliffe, 1992).  Expert information analysts tend to
use higher-order abstract constructs to organize large
amount of knowledge.  As a result, expert information
analysts can recognize and assimilate analogies more
easily (Batra and Davis; 1992; Vitalari and Dickson,
1983).  In addition, expert information analysts tend to
keep in memory the details of requirement specifications
from their past experience.  Consequently, higher quality
can be expected because the reused specifications are well
tested and validated.  On the other hand, novice
information analysts have difficulties in identifying the
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opportunities of analogical modeling because they tend to
store concrete objects sparsely in the long-term memory
(Batra and Davis; 1992; Sutcliffe and Maiden; 1992).  In
addition, novice information analysts tend to specify
information requirements from the first principle because
of the lack of reusable specifications in their memory
(Vitalari and Dickson, 1983).
A Cognitive Process Model of Information
Requirement Analysis
Information requirement analysis has been recognized
as a process of understanding the contexts of information
systems and then specifying the information requirements
for the information systems ( Borgida, Greenspan, and
Mylopoulos, 1985; Fraser, Kumar, and Vaishnavi, 1991).
From the perspective of human cognition, understanding
is a process of building a coherent mental representation
of the information being comprehended (Gernsbacher,
1990; Graesser, 1995; Kintsch, 1988).  On the basis of
the structure mapping model of analogy  (Gentner, 1983;
Gentner and Markman, 1997), this article proposes a
cognitive process model of information requirement
analysis to explicate the modeling behaviors of
information analysts as shown in Figure 1.  This section
will discuss the mechanism of this cognitive process
model.  The strength of the model that can explain the
differences of modeling behaviors between novice and
expert information analysts will be discussed in the next
section.
In this section, we will assume a requirement
sentence, “The customer first sends an order to John, the
order clerk”, in a problem statement of an order
processing system as an example to illustrate the
cognitive process of information requirement modeling.
On the basis of the structure mapping model of
analogy, the cognitive process of information requirement
analysis can be divided into three parts: parsing,
modeling, and questioning as follows:
1. Parsing:
A problem statement is the source of target structures
that includes concepts and structures of information
requirements.  The task of information requirement
analysis is to construct a model that can connect the
concepts and structures of the problem statement into a
coherent whole.  If a coherent model can be built for the
problem statement, then the task of understanding the
problem statement is achieved.
Parsing as the first step in modeling translates the
example sentence into a target structure in the form of
propositional knowledge like below (Kintsch, 1974):
send (CUSTOMER, ORDER, ORDER CLERK)
send : predicate; CUSTOMER: agent; ORDER: object;
and ORDER CLERK: agent.
The translation depends mainly on analysts’
knowledge about natural language (in this case, English).
In this article, we assume that both novice and expert
information analysts have the same level of ability to
understand English text.  Thus, we can assume that both
novice and expert information analysts can come up with
a piece of propositional knowledge similar to the above
one.
2. Modeling:
Modeling is the process that translates the received
target structure into the form of a base structure of a
particular requirement analysis technique.  In this article,
we assume that the selected requirement analysis
technique is Data Flow Diagrams.  On the basis of the
structure mapping model, the modeling process can be
divided into three subprocesses:  selecting, mapping and
evaluating as follows.
Figure 1:  A cognitive process model of information
requirement analysis
2.1 Selecting a base structure.
In order to specify the information requirements in the
problem statement by a particular requirement analysis
technique, information analysts access the base structures
of the requirement analysis technique to match the
incoming target structure.  Basically, there are two factors
determining which base structure will be selected: the
principle of continuity (Zwaan, Graesser, and Magliano,
1995 ) and the types of similarity (Gentner, 1983).  First,
on the basis of the principle of continuity, information
analysts tend to access the base structure that can be
connected to the submodels that have been built so far,
especially the most recent one.  This principle reflects that
information analysts try to build a connected and coherent
model for the whole problem statement.
Second, there are four types of similarity between
target and base structures that can trigger the access of a
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particular base structure (Gentner, 1983):  literal
similarity, analogy, abstraction, and surface similarity.
Literal similarity is a comparison in which a base structure
can be mapped onto the target structure with both object-
attribute and relational (or called structural) predicates
(e.g., The order processing system is like that of company
X I analyzed last year.).  Analogy is a comparison in
which relational predicates, but few or no object
attributes, can be mapped from base to target (e.g., The
order processing system is like the library system I
analyzed two years ago.).   Abstraction is a comparison in
which the base structure is an abstraction of the target
structure ( e.g., I want to use the base structure, inflow
(external entity, dataflow, process), from Data Flow
Diagrams to model the target structure).  And finally,
surface similarity is a comparison in which the base
structure shares similar objects and attributes with the
target structure (e.g., I want to model customer as external
entity, and order as data store).
Empirical evidence shows that human knowledge is
easier to learn and hence to be organized by object-
attribute similarity, rather than by structural similarity.
Thus, novice information analysts tend to access base
structures by literal similarity or surface similarity because
both have the feature of object-attribute similarity.
Abstraction and analogy are rarely used by novice
information analysts to access base structures because the
structural similarity is more difficult to identify.
On the other hand, expert information analysts have
learned from experience that structural similarity (or even
higher-order structure similarity) has better explanation
power than object-attribute similarity.  Therefore, expert
information analysts will prefer abstraction and analogy to
surface similarity in selecting base structures.  Empirical
evidence shows that experts learn from experience to
organize their knowledge by abstract relations rather than
objects or attributes (Halford, 1987).
For illustration, if the information analysts decide to
use Data flow diagrams to model the example sentence
mentioned above, the expert information analysts may
select a higher-order relational base structure like inflow
(external entity, data flow, process).  On the other hand,
novice information analysts may select a object-attribute
base structure like external entity , data store, and external
entity to match the three concepts in the problem
statement: CUSTOMER, ORDER, and ORDER CLERK,
regardless of the potential relations among the three
concepts.
2.2. Mapping the base structure onto the target structure
While mapping the base structure onto the target
structure, a higher-order relation (or predicate ) will be
more likely to be imported into the target structure than is
an isolated relation or object-attribute.  It is called the
principle of systematicity (Gentner and Markman, 1997).
For example, if the selected based structure is
inflow(external entity, data flow, process), then the
information analyst will be able to get the following three
results on the basis of model-based reasoning:
(1) CUSTOMER will be mapped as external entity, and
ORDER as data flow;
(2) ORDER CLERK cannot be mapped as process. The
information analyst may therefore make inferences to
decide that the process is what the order clerk does---
order processing; and
(3) The information analyst may find out by abstraction
that the requirement “customer first sends an order to the
order clerk” is an input data flow for a high-order
structure---an order processing system.  On the basis of
the principle of systematicity, the information analyst may
try to model the whole order processing system by
identifying data stores and output data flows from his or
her domain knowledge.
2.3. Evaluating the submodel
The result submodel will finally be evaluated on the
basis of coherence.  For example, by using the base
structure, inflow (external entity, date flow, process), to
match the requirement sentence, send( CUSTOMER,
ORDER, ORDER CLERK), we will find ORDER
CLERK can not be matched by process because ORDER
CLERK is obviously an agent rather than a process.  If the
information analyst cannot identify “processing order” as
the process by model-based reasoning, then the mismatch
between  ORDER CLERK and “process” will cause an
incoherence.  Consequently, the information analyst may
decide to abandon the mapping and try another base
structure; or he may choose to keep it and solve the
incoherence later.
3. Asking questions about the incoherences in the
submodel
The incoherences in submodels will become the cues
for questioning.  For example, in order to erase the
incoherence on the mismatch between ORDER CLERK
and “process”, information analysts may ask questions to
identify the missing process in the submodel.  Example
question may be like:  What task is done by the order
clerk?  Or more directly, what is the process for the
incoming order?
An Explanation for the Novice-Expert
Differences
The purpose of the cognitive process model of
information requirement analysis is to describe the
cognitive processes of the modeling behaviors of
information analysts.  The strength of the cognitive
process model is its ability to explain how knowledge is
related to the four characteristics of modeling behaviors
that differentiate expert from novice information analysts:
model-based reasoning, mental simulation, critical testing
of hypotheses, and analogical domain knowledge reuse.
First, the differences between expert and novice
information analysts in model-based reasoning.  Expert
information analysts organize their knowledge by abstract
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relations.  Thus, expert information analysts tend to access
base structures for modeling target structures on the basis
of relational similarity.  Consequently, expert information
analysts can use model-based reasoning more effectively
because they can get richer explanation power from the
relational base structures.  On the other hand, novice
information analysts organize their knowledge as concrete
objects sparsely in the long-term memory.  Thus, they
select base structures on the basis of object-attribute
similarity that give limited explanation power for
modeling the target structures.  As a result, novice
information analysts have difficulty in making meaningful
inferences from the base structures.
Second, the differences in mental simulation.  Expert
information analysts can use requirement analysis
techniques as a basis for mental simulation because the
base structures they choose reflect the relations among
concepts in the target structures.  On the other hand,
novice information analysts can use requirement analysis
techniques only for representation because the base
structures they choose reflect only the object-attributes of
the target structures.
Third, the differences in hypothesis testing.  On the
basis of mental simulation, expert information analysts
can make critical testing of hypotheses on the basis of the
principle of continuity.  Without mental simulation,
novice information analysts can generate hypotheses only
at a general level and make few attempts to test
hypotheses.
Finally, the differences in analogical reasoning.  On
the basis of the principle of systematicity, expert
information analysts can identify opportunities of
analogical reasoning more easily because they use abstract
concepts to organize their knowledge.  In addition, expert
information analysts can reuse specifications in bigger
units and with higher quality because they store in
memory the details of the well tested and validated
specifications from their past analysis experience.  On the
contrary, novice information
analysts have difficulties in identifying analogies because
they focus on concrete objects and attributes.  As a result,
they often need to develop requirement specifications on
the basis of the first principle.
Conclusion
On the basis of the structure-mapping model of
analogy, this article has proposed a cognitive process
model of information requirement analysis to explain the
interactions between knowledge and modeling behaviors,
and to explain how the interactions influence the quality
of requirement specifications.  It is shown that different
cognitive processes lead to different modeling behaviors
and different modeling behaviors in turn result in different
qualities of requirement specifications.
In this article, it is suggested that the most basic reason
accounting for the different performances between novice
and expert information analysts is that novice and expert
information analysts pay attention to different aspects of a
problem statement:  Experts focus on the relational side of
the problem statement but novices on the object-attribute
side.  Therefore, at least two implications can be identified
in this research:  First, in order to accelerate the transition
from novice to expert information analysts, novice
information analysts should be encouraged to learn and to
think in terms of relations rather than of object-attributes.
Actually, thinking in terms of relations has also been
suggested as an effective way to improve students’
reading comprehension (Nix, 85).  Second, novice
information analysts can have the same level of
performance as expert information analysts have if the
target and the base structures share literal similarity that
includes both relational and object-attribute similarities.
Therefore, domain-specific requirement analysis
techniques deserve future research because they use the
same concepts and structures as those of the problem
statements and hence will improve the productivity of
novice information analysts significantly.
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